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Abstract
Bunches of swaying and spinning plasma jets in the solar atmosphere - the spicules-

exhibit a variety of complex dynamics that are clearly observed in the images of the so-
lar limb. Utilizing three-dimensional radiative magnetohydrodynamics (rMHD) simulation
data, we uncover another facet of a forest of spicules that turns out to be a manifestation
of the two-dimensional plasma drapery, instead of one-dimensional conical spikes. This
fluted morphology is observed in other contexts like molecular clouds, auroras, and coronal
loops. Further, using a sequence of high-cadence line-of-sight integrated images, generated
from our simulation, we obtain multiple episodes of spinning amongst clusters of synthetic
spicules, also reported in observations near the solar limb. This perception of rotation,
according to our findings, is associated with hot swirling plasma columns, extending to
coronal heights – that we label as coronal swirling conduits (CoSCo).

The dynamic complexity of solar spicules, discovered in 1877[1], is evident from several

high-resolution observations of transverse oscillations[2, 3, 4], and bulk spinning motions[5]
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during their rapid evolutionary phase. The observed lateral swaying is often interpreted as a

manifestation of propagating fast magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) kink mode through spicules,

while the spinning, though still debated, is believed to be either due to torsional Alfvén waves[6,

7], or because of mini-filament eruption[8] or due to emerging new magnetic flux reconnecting

over an active region[9]. By analysing a sequence of data cubes at a high cadence of 2 s from

a series of high spatial resolution rMHD simulation of the solar atmosphere, we detect several

spinning clusters of spicules that are often reported in solar atmospheric images taken in the Ca

II H line from the Broadband Filter Imager (BFI) instrument on-board the Hinode spacecraft[10,

11, 5, 12]. Apart from the rotation, sometimes a spicule is seen splitting into multiple strands.

The reverse, where several strands in a bunch appear to join together into a single spicule during

the course of spinning, is also detected in observations of the solar limb[5, 13]. Here, we present

a simultaneous explanation for both of the above observed phenomena, namely the spinning

and the splitting of spicule strands with the help of an rMHD simulation including a 5 Mm thick

convection layer near the bottom of our box-in-a-star domain.

Spicules as warped plasma sheets.

In any snapshot taken of the three-dimensional simulation data, the spicules appear as pleated

drapery of compressible plasma. This is in contrast to a tube-like spicule geometry as evident

in a volume rendering of synthetic emission from plasma at 80000 K (Fig. 1a–b), comparable to

the optically thin Si IV UV filter (see Methods) that is a solar transition region channel. To make

the pleating visually clear, a subdomain of Fig. 1a sliced at z = 10Mm is shown in panel (b)

and the Supplementary Video 1 for further visual support. In the animation, we clearly see the

plasma curtain rising and falling with a lifetime of 5–10 min, commensurate with observations.

Recent laboratory fluid experiments of Faraday excitation also point to such morphology[14].

The multi-threaded appearance of spicules, we find, is the result of a line-of-sight (LOS) inte-
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gration of this dynamic drapery-like plasma sheet. The brightness of this drapery of plasma is

highly non-uniform as seen in synthetic Si IV/80000 K emission, particularly enhanced in the

regions with several pleats. The spikes that appear brighter than ambient in the LOS integration

therefore takes into account several folds of plasma (encircled by ellipses in Figs. 1b-c). The

data from our three dimensional numerical simulations further self-consistently mimic most of

the observed dynamic features of spicules. The spike-like LOS integrated jets in our simula-

tions have the characteristics of observed spicules since these plasma features have a lifetime

of 5-10 mins, speeds of 20–70 km s−1, heights 6–16 Mm, widths 200–1500 km and their tips

follow a parabolic path. This simulated forest of jets is excited in the presence of solar con-

vection occurring in a layer below the photosphere and acting on a vertical magnetic field of

magnitude Bimp = 7.5G imposed on the entire domain (see Methods). The convection excites

slow MHD modes which form compression fronts (in blue) as they move into rarefied plasma

as seen in supplementary video 1. These horizontally extended fronts, propagating upwards at

the local sound speed are followed by the rising plasma drapery. A fluted sheet-like morphol-

ogy for spicules has already been conjectured but not established[15, 16, 17, 18], although the

dense sheets reported here are not tangential discontinuities as assumed in the above works. In

fact, as evident from the Supplementary Video 5, we find that the plasma sheet, as shaded by

synthetic Si IV emission intensity, may have a variable thickness, varying between 100-600 km.

Similarly, a coronal veil hypothesis has also been put forward for overlying bright coronal loops

above a simulated emerging active region[19]. In the astrophysical context, the sheet-like mor-

phology of 3D plasma structures is found in hydrogen molecular clouds in the galaxy that are

regions of star formation, whereas in 2D images, they appear only filamentary[20, 21, 22] Sim-

ilarly, and as Earth’s upper atmospheric analogue and counterpart, high-resolution images of

auroras observed above the Earth’s atmosphere also show a fluted sheet-like morphology. Apart

from spicules, other solar features like surges[23] and blinkers[24] are also reported to display
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a filamentary appearance.

In order to quantify the transverse spicular motion, we present the LOS integrated synthetic

intensity using a horizontal slit as shown in Fig. 1c. The appearance of inter-crossing features

in the time-distance domain (panel d), spanning the duration of the Supplementary Video 2,

is a clear signature of multiple threads crossing each other. The crossing can either be due to

two neighboring threads each undergoing an independent transverse kink oscillation or due to

spinning. We combine this with the animation of the volume rendering of the plasma drape

(Supplementary Video 1) showing signs of stretching and curling when seen from an angle,

to conclude that the spicules are indeed spinning and not just undergoing independent kink

motions. Further, the LOS integration of volumetric plasma emission along different angles

to the x-axis show that spinning multiple strands are actually different regions of the same

dynamic plasma sheet. This can present an impression of splitting and merging to an observer

along the x-axis at different epochs of the spinning motion (Fig. 2). Yet another alternate

explanation for the splitting and merging of spicules is based on complex Doppler variations in

2.5D simulations[25], even though it cannot rule out sheet-like structures.

To compare and put in context with our rMHD simulation data, we analyse an observed

dataset of 111′′×111 ′′images of a region near the northern polar coronal hole taken on 07 Nov,

2007[26] by the Broadband Filter Imager (BFI) of Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) instrument[27]

on-board Hinode[28]. The images have been suitably filtered to increase the contrast of the

spicule component (see Methods) as shown in Fig. 1e. A 56 min long observation sequence

is used when the instrument was pointing towards the limb. Five instances, where the bulk

spinning motion is most discernible during the observation duration, are indicated in the Sup-

plementary Video 3, although more cases exist. The horizontal extents subtended on the plane

of the sky by the spinning bunches vary between 2–4 Mm. For each of these cases, we con-

struct a time-distance map as seen through a slit placed locally parallel to the solar limb. One
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such case, shown in Fig. 1f and the other four examples in Fig. 3a, can be compared with panel

(b) for the bunch of simulated spicules. Independently, data from Si IV emission line images

from IRIS[29] taken on 19 Oct 2016 at 9.3 s cadence also show clusters of spicules rotating in

the second part of the Supplementary Video 3. However, because of the spatial resolution and

signal-to-noise ratio being lower compared to the Hinode Ca II H data with 5 s cadence, the

rotational motion is less discernible.

In order to investigate the physical reason behind spinning spicule bunches reported in our

simulation, we apply the Automatic Swirl Detection Algorithm (ASDA[30], also see Methods)

to simulation data. This technique is able to identify several highly dynamic, and helical velocity

streamlines inside the 3D data cubes sampled at a cadence of 2 s (see Supplementary Video 4).

We introduce a new nomenclature – coronal swirling conduits (CoSCo)– for the stream tubes

since they appear alongside spicules, are consistently tall cylindrical structures often much taller

than spicules themselves and reach up to the corona (> 10Mm), and have no significant con-

nection to the photosphere, thereby differentiating them from previous work[31, 32, 33], and a

few other reported numerical simulations with the top boundary extending only till the upper

chromosphere[34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Furthermore, note that with ASDA numerous CoSCos in

the corona and far fewer in the chromosphere below are captured. Almost never did we find

cases where the velocity streamlines defining CoSCos remain helical all the way down to the

photosphere. This disconnect between the corona and the photosphere is highly suggestive of

the hypothesis that these swirls may be generated in-situ in the solar atmosphere. The widths

of CoSCos reported here are comparable (factor of 0.5) to spicule widths in the range 300–600

km, rotational speed of 2–20 km s−1, and, have an average lifetime of 20–120 s. Along its en-

tire length, the swirl tubes are either clockwise or anti-clockwise. Approximately 75% of all

CoSCos detected in snapshots covering a duration of 10 min are also noted to be hotter than the

average temperature inside the spicules by a factor of 2.0–5.0 (Fig. 4).
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Spicule–CoSCo interaction.

The CoSCos are seen forming both at the edges lining the spicules as well as outside. They

in turn modify the surrounding flow propelling the spicules to rotate (Supplementary Video 5).

The synthetic spicules are seen to rotate noticeably during their end-of-life. A spicule can rotate

easily in its falling stage when most of the mass has drained towards the photosphere, compared

to during the rising phase when the mass flux is upwards as evident from the 3D rendering in

the Supplementary Video 4. Most of the CoSCos overlap only over a fraction of the entire

lifetime of the nearby spicules. However, occasionally, we find swirls that rotate the adjacent

spicules by moving inside them (e.g., the third part of Supplementary Video. 5). In such cases

the CoSCos and spicules are co-spatial and their plasma properties cannot be distinguished.

This kind of swirl generation, attached to spicules, exists in our simulation without any prior

assumption about either the geometry of the spicule or the properties of its oscillation modes.

A complementary mechanism involving the Lorentz force in which spicule matter can be lifted

upwards by swirls has also been suggested[39, 40].

In order to estimate the rotation velocity and lifetime of the spinning phenomena of CoSCos

and spicules, the time-distance maps corresponding to spicule rotation from observations (sim-

ulations) are given in the top (bottom) row for several events in Fig. 3. Notable differences

are: i) that the number of thread crossings in the observed time-distance maps is more than in

the synthetic case, ii) the time between two successive crossings is 1–4 min in observations as

compared to 0.5– 2 min in our simulations. This indicates that the spicule bunches take longer

to spin but complete several spins during their lifetime on the Sun than in the simulations. The

likely reasons could be i) in the synthetic case, the CoSCos are seen forming near the end-of-

life of spicules as the rotational energies are lower than observed, and ii) a larger computational

domain size could support a bigger CoSCo that could not be captured by a horizontal extent of

6 × 9Mm2. High spatial resolution observations in the blue wing of Hα on the solar disk also
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show signatures of rapidly developing vortex-like features in spicules[3]. That lateral motion of

an initial dense cylindrical flux tube can induce vortices due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

(KHI) has been shown analytically[41] as well as using MHD simulations[42, 7]. The above

scenario is similar to the case of a flow around a bluff body, where the velocity shear at a no-

slip boundary causes boundary layer inversion and subsequently leads to the accumulation of

small-scale vortices (≪ size of the body) and a thickening of the boundary layer[43]. The phe-

nomena reported in this work is distinct from above, because we find folded sheets of stratified

and highly compressible plasma instead of tube-like geometry of the spicules. In a follow-up

study, we analyse and report the sources of vorticty for such in-situ generation of swirls and

estimate the resulting upward Poynting flux.

In summary, our simulations indicate a pleated drapery-like morphology for spicules in a

coronal hole region on the Sun, without the inclusion of any photospheric flux emergence. The

reason that spicules can still appear as conical jets in observations is because the sheets appear

brighter only in regions where pleats are gathered, and, thus less bright parts of the plasma

drapery remain below detection thresholds. The plasma sheets, whose thickness may vary from

region to region, rise and fall with a lifetime commensurate with observations. Stereoscopic

observations of the same region on the Sun performed simultaneously with a pair of telescopes

for chromospheric or transition region lines may be required to establish whether spicules are

morphologically two-dimensional fluted curtain embedded in three-dimensional plasma[15, 44]

or simply one-dimensional straws. Further, this morphological information would be crucial for

estimating the mass and energy fluxes to the solar corona by considering the correct filling factor

for solar spicules and not just the contribution from the brightest regions of the plasma drapery.

In contrast to spicules that fall back to the solar chromosphere, the CoSCos and the associ-

ated shearing flow form by drawing energy from the thermal and magnetic energy reservoir of

the chromospheric plasma. A manifestation of this is evident by plotting the horizontally inte-
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grated Poynting flux, ⟨Sz⟩(t), at coronal heights as a function of time. The ⟨Sz⟩ at z = 10Mm

is maximum (minimum) when the spicules are falling (rising). In other words, ⟨Sz⟩ and the

horizontally integrated mass flux are anti-phase, as shown in Fig. 5, akin to the conversion be-

tween kinetic and potential energies in a simple harmonic oscillator. This is also supported

by the Supplementary Video 4 showing the presence (absence) of swirls (spicules) and vice

versa at any given time. Therefore, CoSCos have the potential to carry the rotational energy

further upward than the typical length of spicules seen in the Si IV emission lines even when

spicules are falling sun-ward. Detection of the rotating bunches of spicules both in observations

and in simulations presented here affirms that rotating spicules on the Sun mark regions where

CoSCos exist. Therefore a complete picture of momentum and energy transport to the fast solar

wind must take into account this coupling between spicules and CoSCos. Looking forward,

observations with high resolution and sensitivity taken simultaneously in different layers of a

locally unipolar magnetic region on the Sun[45] will help in investigating the energy exchange

between spicules and swirls, and eventually its outward transport.

The radiative MHD set-up:

We solve the equations of magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) coupled with radiative transfer by

extending a publicly available 2-dimensional setup spanning part of the solar convection zone

to the lower solar corona[46] to 3-dimensions. The radiative transfer equation is solved using

the Rosseland mean opacities for the optically thick solar atmosphere below z = 1.2 Mm,

using the technique of long characteristics[47]. For the optically thin plasma above, we use

a cooling function, Qthin = yHn
2
HΛ(T ), where yH is the ionization fraction of Hydrogen, and

nH is the number density of the element Hydrogen. Λ(T ) is a function of temperature in units

of J m3s−1 and available in tabulated form, computed from atomic data[48]. The radiation that

escapes outward contribute to the cooling of the solar plasma. At the same time, an equal part of
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the optically thin radiative flux is emitted radially inward and is absorbed in the chromosphere,

where it contributes to radiative heating instead of cooling[49]. To calculate this heating at every

time-step in a 3-dimensional simulation is non-trivial, therefore we approximate Qthin → 0

smoothly for T < 30, 000K.

We use the fully compressible higher-order finite difference MHD tool, the PENCIL CODE[50]

(hosted at https://github.com/pencil-code/). This code uses sixth-order finite dif-

ference scheme for spatial derivatives and a three-step Runge-Kutta-Williamson time stepping

scheme out of several other available modules. The PENCIL CODE includes several non-ideal

MHD parameters, e.g., explicit viscosity and Ohmic resistivity, anisotropic Spitzer conductiv-

ity, shock viscosity and hyper-dissipation[46]. The domain extent is 6×9 Mm2 in the horizontal

direction. The bottom of the domain lies at z = −5Mm (in the convection region) and the

top extends to 32 Mm height (the lower corona), above the photosphere located at z = 0.

The bottom boundary is open to conductive and radiative fluxes. To minimize the reflection

of outgoing waves at the top boundary, we place a 6 Mm thick sponge layer at z = 26Mm

to absorb any outgoing fluxes by adding damping terms to velocity equation. Further, in ab-

sence of any self-sustained heating process, the temperature in the sponge layer is maintained

at 106 K [51, 33]. Such a technique was used in 3D simulations earlier[39, 33]. We have a

shallow convection zone and a primarily locally unipolar region. The constant temperature in

the sponge layer has been included as a precautionary measure so as to not allow the atmo-

sphere to collapse during the time the convection is building up. In any case, the sponge layer

cannot heat the atmosphere to reach temperatures beyond million Kelvin. Our model also does

not include any flux emergence and in the absence of it, the coronal temperature can cool to

< 200kK[32]. We impose a vertical magnetic field in the simulation box and gradually in-

crease its strength from 0.25 G to the final value of B0 = 7.5G in 25 minutes of solar time.

This strength is reminiscent of the large scale polar field of the Sun. After evolving for ∼50
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minutes, we observe several turbulent granulation cells on the photosphere. In the presence of

turbulent convective flows, the magnetic field strength reaches ∼ 300–500 G in some regions

at the photosphere. These localized strong magnetic regions are known as Magnetic Bright

Points (MBPs) and are found inside downflow lanes. No additional magnetic flux emergence

process is employed at the bottom boundary. In our simulation, the plasma-β remains ∼ 0.05

for z > 6Mm. Here, we report results from simulations with a uniform grid resolution of 24

km with imposed vertical magnetic field of 7.5 G. We also perform simulations with a coarser

grid resolution of 48 km and an imposed field of 3 G and 25 G (Run 1 and 2). Multitude of

spicules are excited when the convective buffeting with a period ∼5 min give impulsive kicks

to the lighter chromospheric plasma[52]. The slow MHD waves thus excited, steepen into

shocks during their upward propagation due to the strong density stratification above the solar

photosphere. The density compression ratio is in the range 1.86–2.19 for 3.5 < z < 4.5Mm

for few representative shock fronts. Using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition, we estimate

the corresponding upstream Mach number, v/cs ∼ 1.61–1.90 with respect to the shock front

reference frame. The heating inside the compression regions identified as shock fronts comes

mainly from plasma compression, -(γ − 1)T∇ · v, with ∼ 1% contribution coming from the

dissipation of shock due to the explicit shock viscosity ∝ −∇ · v in the code. Therefore, the

shocks are approximately adiabatic (see the Supplementary information file). In the setup, in

addition to explicit diffusion, we use a sixth-order hyper-dissipation scheme that conserves both

the linear and angular momentum[53] for compressible plasma. We have explored a few numer-

ical setups by selecting different spatial resolutions, domain size, strength of imposed magnetic

field. In all the cases, key features e.g., forest of spicules, ubiquitous swirls, spinning clusters

of spicules, remain robust. For the simulation runs presented here, we relax the solution for first

50 min starting from initial stratification at t = 0. No additional wave damping was added to

remove any global oscillations during the relaxation time. Then, we continue for a further 30
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min and analyze this data. At this time the convection spans the entire depth of the convection

zone and the root-mean-square value of velocity in the convection zone has saturated with time.

The initial shocks due to lack of numerical equilibrium are not found after the relaxation period.

Synthetic plasma emission:

The Hinode images are taken in the chromospheric line (Ca II H at Tλ ≈ 15000K). This line is

difficult to forward model due to partial re-distribution effects and strong departures from local

thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, we choose instead to compute the synthetic intensity of

the 80000 K plasma emission which is optically thin and therefore easier to synthesize directly

from MHD variables in our simulation. The expression for the synthetic intensity may be given

by,

Iλ =

∫
Qλ(ρ, T )ρ

2ds, (1)

that hold for temperatures between 104–108 K[54]. The contribution function,

Qλ(ρ, T ) = exp
[
− (log(T/Tλ)/w)

2] ,
with Tλ = 80000K (compare with optically thin line Si IV) and, w = log 2.0. The integration

is performed along the line-of-sight with the infinitesimal path length denoted by ds. We have

compared both the volume rendering and LOS integration of Si IV emission from Eq. 1 with

FoMo [55] that uses the CHIANTI package for contribution functions of optically thin lines

(see also Supplementary information file). Spicules consist of multi-thermal plasma emitting

at several wavelengths. Therefore, if the spicule structure undergoes certain dynamics, e.g.,

swaying or rotation, we would expect the corresponding emission to also reflect the same dy-

namics. The agreement between the images using an analytical contribution function and from

FoMo shows that even if the calculation of the emission is not accurate, the time variation of

the original feature will still be reflected in the forward modelled emission.
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Vortex detection and visualization with ASDA and LIC

The detection of vortices over multi-dimensional data is a active field of research and its usage

can be found across different disciplines. There are several methods namely Automatic Swirl

Detection Algorithm[56] (ASDA), Swirling strength criterion [57], Lagrangian Averaged Vor-

ticity Deviation (LAVD)[58] to detect vortices over different time frames. Here, we use the

ASDA method to track swirls distributed between the solar photosphere and lower corona. In

this method, there exists a free parameter known as window size, which acts as local filter to

smooth out the small scale fluctuations in the velocity field. We have selected a window of

480 km × 480 km, which is typical diameter of existing vortices. Over the window in each

horizontal plane, two crucial quantities γ1 and γ2 are computed to locate center and circum-

ference of the vortex tube. Incompressible fluid models provide a range of threshold values of

axisymmetric vortices to demarcate core rotating region. In our compressible turbulent convec-

tion model, we have noticed that |γ1| ≥ 0.55 regions distinguish clockwise and anti-clockwise

rotating non-axisymmetric vortices even in presence of strong shear flows. We have also con-

firmed these regions independently by comparison with a 2D flow visualization method known

as Line Integral Convolution (LIC) applicable to streamlines in the horizontal plane. We apply

this method at every horizontal layer in the height range 0–20 Mm and track the vortex tubes

over the time duration of 30 minutes.

Filtering of Hinode SOT images:

To enhance the intensity of spicules over the background, we employ radial filtering technique

on the Level-1 Hinode Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) data sets, obtained after fg_prep.pro

(available under SolarSoftWare suite written in IDL) operation on the raw images as part of the

calibration. We first compute the non-dimensional weight factor as the ratio of intensity at each

pixel to the average intensity over all pixels lying on the arc parallel to the solar limb. After
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applying the same operation to all radii, we multiply intensity with the square of the weight

factor at every pixel. This makes relatively brighter (dimmer) pixels to more brighter (dimmer)

than before and enhances the visibility of the spicule forest compared to the surroundings. A

similar method[59] was used earlier as well for off-limb spicules in Hinode data.

Processing IRIS Slit-Jaw images:

We have selected an 82 Mm × 36 Mm region inside a coronal hole near the solar north pole with

IRIS Slit-Jaw SI IV filter images, starting from 19 Oct 2016 at 19:04:09 UT. The analyzed obser-

vation sequence is 39 min long. The level-2 calibrated images are first cleaned up by removing

cosmic rays and dust spots by using array_despike.pro and iris_dustbuster.pro

(available under SolarSoftWare platform), respectively. The level-2 corrections on IRIS data

can move values outside the range of 14-bit pixel values. Hence, it should be scaled appro-

priately using an algorithm that also applies a normalization based on exposure time to the

image sequence. This kind of scaling allows maximizing the information content of the pro-

cessed animation. Therefore, we scale the intensity from 14 bits to 8 bits pixel values with

iris_intscale.pro as suggested in the manual to enable us to clearly show the fine-scale

structure of spicules.

Data Availability

The simulation data used to produce Fig. 1 will be made available upon request. The Hinode

SOT datasets used in this paper can be downloaded from the DARTS archive. The analyzed

IRIS SI IV Slit-Jaw images are available at the Heliophysics Events Knowledgebase

Code Availability

The Pencil code is open source and hosted at https://github.com/pencil-code/.
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Figure 1: Spinning cluster of solar spicules from simulation and observation. (a) Volume render-
ing of synthetic plasma emission at 80000 K (similar to Si IV channel) with orange iso-contours
and streamlines of CoSCos with both clockwise (cyan) and anti-clockwise (blue) rotational
sense. Part of the turbulent convection zone (up to the visible photosphere) is shown as a grey
scale block, colour coded by vertical plasma velocity. (b) Same as panel (a) but with a smaller
subvolume (black box of panel a), showing the pleated curtain like morphology of spicules. The
ratio of intensity of the synthetic emission between brightest to dimmest region of the visible
sheet is a factor of 10. (c) Line-of-sight integration profile of same set of spicules of panel (b).
The bright region encircled by the cyan circle has been obtained by an LOS integration over
the densely pleated region of the same panel, also indicated by a cyan circle. (d) Time-distance
diagram of synthetic spicules at z = 11Mm, using a horizontal slit (green-dashed line of panel
c). (e) SOT–Ca II H filtered image of solar spicules at 19:11:37 UT on 2007 November 7. (f)
Time-distance diagram of spinning spicules at 8 Mm height in the solar atmosphere, using a slit
parallel to the limb (green-dashed line of panel e).
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Figure 2: Simulated forest of spicules as seen from different LOS angles. LOS integration is
performed along the (a) x-axis of the domain, (b) 15◦ and (c) 45◦, to the x-axis, respectively,
to demonstrate how the multi-threaded structure and apparent synthetic intensity of spicule tips
change with the viewing angle.
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b

Figure 3: Identification of spinning spicules in observations and simulations using time-distance
diagrams. (a) Scaled Ca II H/SOT intensity as seen through four different horizontal slits placed
z = 8Mm above and parallel to the observed solar limb similar to Fig. 1f to capture several
examples of spinning clusters. Encircled regions (cyan) show crossing of spicule strands, a
feature of spinning clusters of spicules. (b) Similar to panel (a), but for synthetic spicules seen
through a slit at z = 11Mm at four different times.
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Figure 4: Temperature distribution of spicules and CoSCos, measured for a duration of 10 min
of solar time. (a) Variation of horizontally averaged temperature profiles of CoSCos (black-
solid), spicules (red-dashed) and the entire numerical box (blue-dashed dot) over different
heights, computed at every 30 s. (b) Number of grid points lying inside CoSCos boundaries,
binned according to the temperature at those grid points, Tswirl, scaled suitably to further support
panel (a). The temperature at each such grid point has been scaled by the horizontally averaged
temperature of spicules, Tspicule(z), at the height, z, corresponding to that grid point. To obtain
the probability distribution function (PDF), the number of grid points inside CoSCos during a
10 min duration or 20 time snapshots has also been scaled by the total number of grid points,
256 × 384 × 421 × 20. Here, we have only taken CoSCos which do not overlap with regions
with spicules, as defined using the contours of synthetic intensity.
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Figure 5: Horizontally averaged vertical Poynting flux, ⟨Sz⟩ = ⟨vzB2
h−Bz(v⃗h ·B⃗h)⟩ (black) and

mass flux, fz = ⟨ρvz⟩ (red), over 6Mm×9Mm, as a function of time calculated at z = 10Mm.
v⃗h (vz) and B⃗h (Bz) are horizontal vector (vertical component) of velocity and magnetic field,
respectively.

Video 1: Animation for the volume rendering of the spicule drapery presented in Fig. 1b. Slow
mode shock fronts (indicated by blue shaded regions) accelerate the spicule plasma upward.
The slow mode amplitude is calculated using n̂.∇(n̂.v), where n̂ is a unit vector parallel to the
magnetic field.

Video 2: Synthetic spicules and their spinning motion modeled using LOS integrated plasma
emission at 80,000 K for different Field of Views (FOVs) from the numerical experiment.

Video 3: (First part) Rotating bunches of spicule strands observed at the Solar limb by high
cadence Hinode SOT BFI images (plasma emission at 15,000 K) for a duration of 41 min.
(Second part) Similar but for a 39 min long IRIS Si IV observation, which is sensitive to plasma
temperature of 80,000 K

Video 4: Interaction of synthetic spicules (shaded yellow) with CoSCos (counterclockwise
rotating ones represented by red streamlines) shown in 3-dimensions. The animation covers
10 min of solar time. Here, one can note that CoSCos typically form either around falling
spicules or in regions where there is reduced spicular activity.

Video 5: Interaction of CoSCos with synthetic spicules result in their spinning motion. A cross
section of synthetic intensity of spicules at z = 9.0 Mm is shown in the horizontal plane and
plasma flow is visualized through Line Integral Convolution (LIC) technique.
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